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A B S T R A C T
Fabry-Pérot ultrasonic metamaterials have been additively manufactured using laser powder bed fusion to
contain subwavelength holes with a high aspect-ratio of width to depth. Such metamaterials require the acoustic
impedance mismatch between the structure and the immersion medium to be large. It is shown for the first time
that metallic structures fulfil this criterion for applications in water over the 200–800 kHz frequency range. It is
also demonstrated that laser powder bed fusion is a flexible fabrication method for the ceration of structures with
different thicknesses, hole geometry and tapered openings, allowing the acoustic properties to be modified. It
was confirmed via both finite element simulation and practical measurements that these structures supported
Fabry-Pérot resonances, needed for metamaterial operation, at ultrasonic frequencies in water. It was also de-
monstrated the the additively-manufactured structures detected the presence of a sub-wavelength slit aperture in
water.
1. Introduction
Acoustic metamaterials are those that have properties that arise
from their inner structure and which are not ordinarily observed. For
example, extraordinary effects can occur when acoustic signals are
transmitted through multiple holes in a solid plate. This can occur when
the diameter of the holes is less than the acoustic wavelength and when
the hole exhibits an acoustic resonance [1]. Unlike the optical equiva-
lent, there is no lower cut-off frequency for sound waves, and in-
formation can be transmitted through the sub-wavelength holes from
one side of a perforated plate to the other [2]. Provided the hole is deep
enough, propagation of acoustic waves within subwavelength-sized
apertures can lead to the formation of Fabry-Pérot (FP) transmission
resonances within each hole. FP resonance is produced by the con-
structive and destructive interference of waves confined in the holes
that can produce multiple transmission peaks [3]. If an array of such
holes are placed side-by-side, an acoustic metamaterial is created with
some novel properties such as subwavelength acoustic imaging [3].
This is made possible by coupling the evanescent waves which exist
within the fluid close to the sample and the FP resonance within each
hole.
Zhu et al. [4] have demonstrated that, at audible acoustic fre-
quencies in air, features can be funnelled through a set of sub-
wavelength apertures to produce acoustic images. This happens at
frequencies at which the FP resonances within each hole occur, pro-
vided the holes are sufficiently close together across the metamaterial
[5]. Such structures are of interest for ultrasonic imaging at sub-
wavelength resolutions, holding promise for improved medical imaging
and non-destructive evaluation [4,6,7]. However, this requires opera-
tion at higher frequencies and in water. To date, most research in this
area has been based on either numerical simulations of these structures
[6,8] or experimental measurements in air on samples fabricated using
conventional machining. Examples include assembling tubes in an
array and bonding them using glue for audible range applications in air
[4], or drilling holes into a metallic plate [3,8,9]. The expected FP re-
sonances were observed [8,10]. A number of publications have studied
the effects of dimension, shape, symmetry and filling fraction of the
holes on the acoustic response of such perforated plate structures
[2,11–13]. Laureti et al. [9] suggested that by decreasing the hole di-
mension, the position of the FP peaks shift to higher frequencies and the
peak amplitude increases.The effect of hole filling fraction (the fraction
of the material containing holes compared to solid substrate) was also
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studied and it was confirmed that by increasing the filling fraction the
resonance peak shifts to higher frequencies and the transmission peaks
become narrower [14]. Therefore, the resolution of the resultant me-
tamaterial would be improved by decreasing the hole diameter and
increasing the filling fraction [15]. The signal transmitted through a
periodically perforated structure is affected not only by FP resonances
within each hole, but also any acoustic signal that travels either along
the surfaces of the solid material or within it. The interaction between
these phenomena produces a complex transmission curve with maxima
and minima at different frequencies [14].
A schematic diagram of a typical FP acoustic metamaterial is shown
in Fig. 1(a). It is important that both the hole width (w) and the distance
between hole centres are smaller than the acoustic wavelength (λ) for
metamaterial behaviour to be observed [8], as this is needed for eva-
nescent wave coupling between each hole. When the acoustic fre-
quencies are low, then conventional machining is sufficient for sample
preparation (for example, at 10 kHz the wavelength λair in air is
∼33mm for an acoustic velocity vair =330m/s, so that fabrication of
deep holes with w< < λair can be easily achieved). At higher fre-
quencies in air, Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques such as micro-
stereolithography can be used [9,16].
If now ultrasonic signals in water are to be studied, as is the case
here, then two things need to be considered – the features of the me-
tamaterial will be smaller, and the material has to be chosen so that
complications due to coupling of acoustic energy into the substrate are
avoided. Consider first the required features for an ultrasonic frequency
of 300 kHz in water, where vwater=1480m/s, and hence λwater =
4.93mm. It is known that the lateral size (w) of each hole needs to
be< λ /5 for metamaterial behaviour [14], i.e. < 1mm. In addition,
FP transmission peaks will occur at resonances defined by the plate
thickness (and hence channel length) d. Note that w is generally much
smaller than d in acoustic metamaterials, and the FP structure supports
multiple resonances with frequencies between f1 and fmax [9], as fol-
lows:
= =f k ν d k k/2 , with 1, 2., .. ,k max (1)
=f ν w/max (2)
The fundamental (the lowest frequency) FP resonance occurs at a fre-
quency of f1 = v/(2d) (or λ=2d), noting that the highest permitted
resonance frequency (fmax) occurs when the wavelength is equal to the
smallest hole width w (also known as the ballistic regime). Note that
there is some evidence that using higher-order resonances at a fixed
frequency gives better metamaterial performance in terms of evanes-
cent wave coupling [4]. To calculate the FP resonance frequency, the
effective length of the hole should be calculated, and this requires
calculation of an end correction for resonances within a pipe with two
open ends [17]. The end correction for a pipe (or channel) with per-
fectly-reflecting walls is given by [18]:
=Δl w2(0.33 ), (3)
where Δl is the distance that should be added to the length of the pipe
(which then reduces the value of fk). Note that the amount of correction
decreases at higher frequencies (where λ become smaller for a fixed w
[19]).
The choice of solid plate material within which the holes are to be
fabricated is determined in part by the specific acoustic impedance the
material (Z), which is the product of density and acoustic velocity of a
given material. As an example, the typical value for Nylon is
ZNy=1.32MPa. s/m, whereas that for air is Zair=420 Pa. s/m. This
difference is required to ensure that the acoustic signal stays within the
air channels, and does not couple into the solid and cause it to vibrate.
In air, the large acoustic impedance mismatch makes this very easy to
achieve. However, in the present case, we wish to investigate FP op-
eration in water, for subsequent use in biomedical imaging. The value
for water (Zwater=1.5MPa. s/m) is much closer to that of many solid
materials such as polymers which could be used to form the metama-
terial structures, so it is important to fabricate the structures using a
material with a relatively high acoustic velocity and density. As an il-
lustration, consider aluminium (Zal=17.06MPa. s/m) and Nylon
(ZNy=1.32MPa. s/m). Note that the value of ZNy is much closer to that
of water (Zw). As a result, the acoustic transmission coefficient (T) from
water into the solid is 0.08 for aluminium and 0.53 for Nylon, calcu-
lated using the formula:
T= 2Zwater/ (Zsolid + Zwater), (4)
where Zsolid is the acoustic impedance of the solid in question. Thus,
acoustic energy will be much more easily transferred into a typical
polymer than a metal.
Fabrication of acoustic metamaterials is one of the major challenges
that limit their widespread applications [20]. Here, AM is proposed as a
key enabling technology, allowing complex geometries to be realised in
different length scales, which is not obtainable using conventional
manufacturing methods [21,22]. Note that there have been some con-
tributions made regarding the use of AM in the fabrication of different
types of acoustic metamaterials using polymer structures (Phononic
crystals [23], broadband absorbers [24] and FP structures
[11,15,16,20]). However, as stated above, the acoustic impedance of
polymers is not sufficiently high for operation in water to confine the
acoustic signal within the subwavelength holes [16]. A recent paper
[25] has demonstrated that a perforated steel plate, manufactured using
conventional machining, could operate as an effective metamaterial for
acoustic cloaking over the 7−12 kHz range. They thus showed that
metallic structures are a good choice for use in water. In our case, with
target frequencies of 200–800 kHz, and with the need to change hole
dimensions and shapes, the fabrication method needed to change, as
sub-millimeter accuracy would be needed.
Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) techniques such as direct Selective Laser
Machining (SLM) are capable of fabricating reproducible metal struc-
tures with this accuracy. Processing of aluminium, titanium and nickel-
based alloys in SLM is well established, and this could benefit the
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of an FP metamaterial containing square holes, and (b) the effect of end correction Δl (for the second natural frequency (f2) of an open
channel).
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widespread employment of acoustic metamaterials for enhanced ima-
ging. In this study, SLM is used for the first time to fabricate perforated
metallic plates containing arrays of through-thickness sub-mm width
holes, for use at ultrasonic frequencies in water. The acoustic response
of these structures was tested in through-transmission mode and con-
clusions are drawn on their performance by comparing experimental
measurements with Finite Element simulations. SLM also allows for
changes in hole geometry, such as flaring the entrance and exit, thus
changing the bandwidth and frequency of operation. Sub-wavelength
imaging is presented, illustrating that SLM is an ideal fabrication route
for acoustic metamaterials of this type operating at ultrasonic fre-
quencies.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Sample design and fabrication
Initial samples of A20X aluminium were prepared using a Renishaw
AM250 SLM machine. The main motivation in using the AM250 in-
itially was its larger build platform that accommodated multiple sam-
ples in one build. A range of samples with hole dimension starting from
0.4 mm to 1.5 mm were fabricated. Samples with hole width (w) of
0.8 mm were chosen because it was the smallest hole size that could be
fabricated reproducibly with minimum blockage and distortion. It was
important to make the holes as small as possible, as the metamaterial
function degrades as w increases. Hence, we considered the stated hole
size range as the best compromise between performance and ease of
fabrication. Each sample contained a 24× 24 grid of square holes, each
having a width (w) of 0.8 mm. Each hole was separated from its nearest
neighbour by 0.4mm (i.e. with a lattice constant a=1.2mm) across
the overall sample dimensions of 30mm square. Various sample
thicknesses (d) were fabricated in the 5−9mm range, this range being
chosen to have FP resonant frequencies in a convenient frequency range
for ultrasonic measurements in a water tank at frequencies of
200−800 kHz (where λwater ranges from 18.5−7.4mm).
The SLM fabrication process was started by adding the support
structure to the designed CAD model (Fig. 1(a)). Note that although
third-party software could be used to generate the support structure,
the supports had to be aligned manually to avoid blocking the holes.
Materialize Magics 2.1™ was used to slice the file and prepare the build
file. A Renishaw AM250 SLM printer with a laser power of 200W and a
laser spot size of 150 μmwas used in fabrication of the samples. In order
to produce uniform vertical sub-millimetre channels, and to avoid
having support structures within the holes, supports were used to create
a 3mm gap between the sample and the build platform, with the
structures supported horizontally. This process both anchored the
structure and helped with heat dissipation, preventing thermal warping
and simplifying sample removal. It was also critical to avoid having
support structure directly underneath the vertical channels, which
might have produced blocked channels and would have therefore in-
troduced unwanted further post-fabrication processing steps. After
completing the fabrication process, the structures were cut from the
build platform and the remaining support structures were ground away
to leave a flat face. Fig. 2 is a photograph of a typical 30mm square
aluminium sample fabricated using SLM, with an expanded view
showing some details of the nature of each hole.
Various features can be seen. First, it is evident that material ad-
hered to the sidewalls of the holes, giving them an irregular appear-
ance. Although these features are difficult to quantify exactly, an esti-
mate made using a Bruker Contour GT optical profilometer. The overall
surface area, measured over a number of holes, was found to be in the
range 0.46 ± 0.1mm2 (noting that a w = 0.8mm hole would have a
surface area of 0.64mm2.) These were thus smaller than expected, and
the likely effect of this will be discussed below. Note that the shortest
wavelength λwater of ultrasound in water encountered in this work (at
the maximum frequency of 800 kHz) was ∼ 2mm. It was thus decided
that the features encountered within the SLM-fabricated structures
were acceptable, noting that most experimental measurements were in
fact taken in the 300−500 kHz frequency range, where λwater ranges
from ∼3−5mm. Although work on Kelvin cell acoustic metamaterials
has accurately produced strut diameters down to 0.4 mm using SLM
[26], here we are dealing with holes, which are more difficult. It was
also noted by Strano et al. [27] that surface roughness, caused by the
staircase effect, balling and particles bound at the edges (as observed in
this study) were dependent on the powder size distribution. With a
vertical orientation the bound particles are the primary source of
roughness. In our case, the size distribution of the aluminium powder
particles was from 20 to 60 μm, leading to the observed roughness
within the holes.
A second set of samples was fabricated using a Realizer SLM 50
machine with a laser spot size of 30 μm and a laser beam power of
120W. The smaller laser spot size compared to the Renishaw AM250
above translated to smaller melt pool which potentially increased the
build resolution. This was needed to demonstrate the capability of AM
in changing the hole profile, with flared entrance and exit points. Such
modifications can improve the performance of FP metamaterial struc-
tures and is a topic of interest in this field [15]. The titanium samples,
fabricated using an average particle size of 36 μm for the build, con-
tained a set of single holes, separated by large hole-to-hole distances (a)
so that isolated FP resonances could be studied without significant
acoustic interaction between each other. A photograph of the top sur-
face of containing four such isolated holes is shown in Fig. 3, with flare
radii as indicated in Table 1. The roughness of each flare profile was
measured to vary in Ra value from 60−160 μm, depending on position
across the flare, as also indicated in Table 1. It can be seen that the SLM
process has been able to create these structures well, in this case in a
5mm thick sample. Note that the roughness of the top flat surface was
measured to be Ra =10 μm. In relation to the surface roughness of the
flare, Strano et al. [27] also demonstrated the importance of surface
angle on the produced roughness, and this may be an explanation of the
differences between each hole.
2.2. Ultrasonic testing
The testing of the samples at ultrasonic frequencies was performed
in a custom-built testing tank filled with water at room temperature
(20°C+/−2°C). The ultrasonic source was usually a 19mm diameter
Panametrics U8517150 ultrasonic immersion transducer with a centre
frequency of 500 kHz, although other sources such as piezocomposite
devices were used if, for example, a lower frequency of 300 kHz was
required. The samples were tested in through-transmission, with the
source transducer typically placed within a cylindrical waveguide (see
Fig. 4) to help ensure that the incident wave was as close to a plane
wave as possible, i.e. had a flat wavefront. A Panametrics 5072PR ul-
trasonic pulser-receiver was used to excite the transmitter transducer
with a high voltage step waveform. A sample holder was designed and
fabricated so that the metamaterial sample could be positioned re-
producibly in a plane perpendicular to the waveguide axis via a slot in
the holder. The receiver was a Precision Acoustics™ 0.5mm diameter
needle hydrophone, positioned at a known distance from the meta-
material surface. The waveguide/sample holder and the ultrasonic re-
ceiver could both be positioned independently within the water tank
using a dual 3-axis scanning system under PC control. The through-
transmitted signals were acquired using a digital oscilloscope (Tek-
tronix DPO7104) and transferred to a PC for post-processing. In prac-
tice, the waveguide/sample holder assembly was kept in a fixed loca-
tion and the hydrophone moved to a specific location (such as over a
hole). The hydrophone could also be scanned horizontally so as to
sample the ultrasonic beam characteristics both with and without the
metamaterial present in the holder, thus measuring its effect.
The transmission characteristics of a given sample were measured in
a two-step process. First, a reference waveform was recorded at a
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specific location without the sample being present in the sample holder
between the source and receiver. The sample was then placed in the
sample holder between the transducers and the signal transmitted
through the structure was measured. FFTs were used to obtain the
frequency spectra of these two measurements, so that dividing these
two spectra allowed the effect of the metamaterial sample to be mea-
sured in the frequency domain.
3. Finite element (FE) simulations
Acoustic transmission through sub-wavelength sized square holes in
SLM-fabricated samples was modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics®.
An 80 μm tetrahedric mesh size was used so to have at least 10 elements
to cover the channel width w. This was needed to confirm that the
designs would produce FP resonant peaks, as required of a metama-
terial, and that a metal substrate was necessary (and not a more easily-
printed polymer substrate). A plane-wave ultrasonic wave of pressure
amplitude 1 Pa travelling perpendicular to the sample surface was used
to study the acoustic transmission of the solid sample containing holes,
and a transmission coefficient extracted for each frequency.
The first task was to study the effect of acoustic impedance mis-
match on the production of the FP peaks for a single 0.8-mm square
hole. As stated earlier, the greater the difference in acoustic impedance
Z between water and the solid substrate the greater the transmission of
Fig. 2. Photograph of the aluminium metamaterial fabricated using SLM with d=8mm and w=0.8mm, with an expanded photomicrograph of the top surface also
shown over the indicated area.
Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of a flared opening. (b)Photomicrograph of a titanium sample containing four holes (each with d=5mm and w=0.8mm), fabricated using
SLM with different flare radii as detailed in Table 1. The sample had dimensions of 12mm square by 5mm deep.
Table 1
Details of the four holes for the sample shown in Fig. 3.
Hole number 1 2 3 4
Measured flare radius (mm) 0.15 0.28 0.74 1.6
Ra value (μm) 63 61 114 160
Fig. 4. Ultrasonic testing apparatus where the source transducer was placed
within a cylindrical waveguide. The metamaterial sample was held in place
using the sample holder shown. The receiver was a 0.5 mm diameter hydro-
phone, used to measure the response at the exit of a single hole.
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energy into the solid, these being an unwanted phenomenon – hence
the use of a metallic substrate. The first simulation was thus performed
assuming a “hard solid” where no acoustic energy would flow into the
solid from the water-filled hole. The result is shown in Fig. 5 for a
sample thickness (d) of 5 mm. Here, the vertical dotted lines represent
the positions of the FP resonance peaks expected from Eqs. (1) and (2),
modified by the end correction of Eq. (3), which is a function of both
the sample thickness (d) and the hole width (w). The simulation pre-
dicts the FP peaks to be a good match to the analytical expressions
shown by vertical broken lines in this figure.
Simulations were also performed for aluminium and Nylon sub-
strates, and these are plotted together with the hard solid case (where Z
is assumed to be infinitely large) in Fig. 6. As noted above, Nylon is
much more closely-matched acoustically to water than is aluminium
(ZAl), so that the acoustic transmission coefficient (T) from water into
the solid is much lower for aluminium. Thus, acoustic energy will be
much more easily transferred into a typical polymer than a metal. Fig. 7
shows that both aluminium and a hard solid produced clear, regularly-
spaced FP peaks. Comparing the two plots, peaks for the aluminium
substrate were more resonant than those of the hard solid; even though
T=0.08 for aluminium, this still allows some energy to leak into the
metallic substrate, causing the resonance to broaden and decrease
slightly in amplitude. In comparison, the “hard solid” with a perfectly-
reflecting boundary would have T=0, and all energy would be con-
fined within the water column. FP resonant peaks were also shifted to
lower values in the simulation than for the hard solid case. In contrast,
the expected FP peaks are completely absent in the Nylon structure,
being replaced by an irregular distribution of resonant peaks. This is
thought to be due to a large amount of acoustic cross-coupling into the
solid, so that the solid substrate and water-filled columns interact in a
complicated fashion.
It is known that variations in hole size and shape can affect the
operation of FP-type acoustic metamaterials [13]. It has been shown
above that build geometries could vary from the CAD design, and hence
it was important to study the likely effect of this. By carefully studying
the fabricated samples, it was clear that the holes were slightly smaller
than the designed size and that they had rounded corners. Accordingly,
simulations were performed to study the likely effect of 1) decreasing
the symmetry in the holes, 2) reducing the dimension of the holes to
represent the experimental samples, and 3) the difference between
holes that were perfectly square and those with rounded corners. This
used PZFlex 2018™ (OnScale Inc, USA) FE software after importing the
designed CAD model from Solidworks™, which was found to be more
suitable for these more complex geometries. Again, a plane-wave ul-
trasonic wave of pressure amplitude 1 Pa travelling perpendicular to
the sample surface was used. PZFlex was implemented using a simple
cubic element mesh type, with a mesh size 37 μm along all three di-
menions, which is much smaller than the smallest wavelengths of in-
terest - 50 elements per wavelenth at the highest frequency of interest
(800 kHz).
The first additional simulation looked at rounding the corners of the
square hole. Fig. 7(a) shows the transmission coefficient of a
w=0.8mm square hole in a 5mm thick aluminium sample compared
to a similar hole with rounded corners. The rounding radius of 0.1mm
was chosen for this simulation. The transmission coefficient plot is al-
most identical in each case, indicating that rounded corners with this
extent of feature do not affect the position and amplitude of the FP
peaks. As noted in Fig. 2, the dimensions of each hole fabricated by SLM
differed across the sample. It was thus interesting to see the effect of the
size of the hole (w). The simulated transmission characteristics of rec-
tangular holes with a range of dimensions are compared in Fig. 7(b). By
reducing the hole width w from 0.8mm to 0.7 mm and 0.6mm, the
resonance peaks shift from 320 kHz to 324 kHz and 330 kHz respec-
tively which is in good agreement with the findings in the literature
[10]. From the simulation it is clear that in the rectangular holes, the
position of the FP resonance peak is dependent on the dimension of the
smaller side of the hole. The end correction, which is dependent on the
hole width w (see Eq. (3)), could be one of the main contributing factors
to these small shifts.
Another area of interest is changing the shape of the holes. It is
known that gradually changing the width of a hole with flared en-
trances and exits can help the acoustic impedance within the hole to
match that in the surrounding air (noting that the restriction on airflow
within the hole increases its acoustic impedance Z, which is actually the
reason why FP resonances occur). Doing this is likely to decrease the Q
of the resonance, and hence the bandwidth of operation, but to increase
transmission amplitudes due to the greater surface area of the opening.
This is of interest to ultrasonic imaging applications as it allows tech-
niques for signal to noise enhancements (such as pulse compression) to
be used, and also potentially improves image resolution. SLM is an ideal
technology for the fabrication of such structures, giving flexibility over
changes in hole dimensions throughout the build. For this reason, si-
mulations were performed to study this effect. The results shown in
Fig. 8 are for four cases with fixed hole dimension and thickness
(w=0.8mm, and d=5mm) but with flares of 0, 0.4 mm, 0.8 mm and
1.6 mm radius. Titanium with specific acoustic impedance of ZTi
=27.33MPa. s/m was assigned to the simulated structures. These
predictions indicate that the effect of increasing the flare radius is to
increase the amplitude of the FP resonance and shift the centre fre-
quency to a higher value. The increase in the FP resonance amplitude
means more energy is being coupled into the hole by a flared aperture.
The shift in the centre frequency of the FP peak is due to change in the
effective length or dimension of the hole over which the FP resonance
Fig. 5. Simulated response for a “hard solid” metamaterial sample in water
with d=5mm and w=0.8mm. The dotted vertical lines represent the FP
frequencies that are predicted by Eqs. (1) and (3).
Fig. 6. Simulation results for acoustic transmission of a single 0.8-mm square
hole in a d=5mm sample.
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would be established.
4. Results of measurements in water
The 0.5mm diameter needle hydrophone was used to observe the
ultrasonic signal at one of the holes in an aluminium metamaterial
sample with d=8.5mm and w=0.8mm. This was to confirm that FP
resonances were present. An ultrasonic waveform was thus recorded
with the hydrophone tip positioned at the centre of one of the holes,
and at a distance of 1mm from the sample surface. A typical time trace
from an 8.5mm thick sample is shown in Fig. 9(a). The corresponding
frequency spectrum of this signal (corrected for the baseline spectrum
established with the hydrophone in the water) is shown in Fig. 9(b).
Based on Eqn. (1), and considering the effect of end correction, the
fundamental FP resonance peak is expected to occur at a frequency (f1)
of 82.9 kHz, which is outside the −6 dB bandwidth of the transmitter.
However, the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th harmonics at frequencies f4 – f7 can
be seen in Fig. 9(b). Although theoretically the transmission coefficient
of structures at frequencies close to their FP resonance frequency is
expected to approach unity, experimentally the signal amplitude de-
creases for higher harmonics (at frequencies f4, f5 etc. for successive
harmonics) as has been observed in other studies [9]. Table 1 compares
the measured FP resonant frequencies to those calculated. The good
agreement indicated that the FP resonances in the metamaterial
structure are present at the expected ultrasonic frequencies. Note that
additional maxima and minima are present in the spectrum. This could
be due to complications arising from the interaction between adjacent
holes, as the hydrophone has a relatively wide angle of sensitivity at
these frequencies, and could detect emission from more than one hole,
complicating the received signal.
Note that the higher harmonics are not as strong in the experimental
measurements as in the FE predictions in Fig. 5. This is thought to be
due to scattering effects within the hole. Higher harmonics, at higher
frequencies, have shorter wavelengths in water, and these are quoted
for each of the harmonics f4 – f7 in Table 1 (assuming a velocity in water
of 1480ms−1). Hence, ultrasonic propagation within each hole is more
likely to be disrupted by the surface roughness on the inner wall at
higher resonant frequencies, due to scattering effects. Energy will be
lost, reducing the effectiveness in establishing a FP resonance. Thus, it
is important to choose the correct operating frequency for FP effects to
occur, and the upper limit will be dictated by the build resolution
within the holes.
Several extra peaks are observable in Fig. 9(b) which are not pri-
mary FP resonances. The main reason is that the output is the result of
interaction between the array of holes in the metamaterial. The holes
couple together via evanescent waves to produce metamaterial effects,
but this only occurs within distances< λwater. However, cross coupling
between the channels via conventional ultrasonic propagation along the
surface of the sample is possible, and this could produce extra peaks in
the normalised transmission coefficient [2]. It is interesting to note that
there is very good agreement between the theoretical and experimental
values for the resonant frequencies in Table 1, showing that the simple
formula of Eq. (1) is a good predictor of the resonant frequency in
samples containing either multiple or single holes (Table 2).
Because of the difficulty in eliminating interactions between closely
spaced holes in the metamaterial sample, further studies were per-
formed with samples which contained only a single hole. This allowed
both single square holes and the effect of flaring of the aperture to be
measured experimentally and compared to the FE simulations shown
earlier in Fig. 8. Samples were available with various radii of curvature
of the flare (photographs of the SLM-fabricated samples were shown
earlier in Fig. 3). Experimental results are presented in Fig. 10 to
compare directly to the FE simulations, where it can be seen that si-
mulation and experiment show the same trends as a function of flare
radius for holes 1−3. This indicates that the effect of increasing the
flare radius is to increase the amplitude of the FP resonance (due to
greater energy transfer into and out of the hole) and shift the centre
frequency to a higher value (a flared aperture would also effectively
shorten the length of the hole over which the FP resonance would be
established). Note, however, that experimentally the main resonant
frequency reduced less markedly than in simulations as the flare radius
increased. This could be due to the stepped features already noted in
Fig. 7. (a) Normalized transmission coefficient for an aluminium sample with either a 0.8 mm square hole or one with rounded corners with a radius of 0.1 mm. Little
difference in the predicted response is seen. (b) As in (a), but for a single rectangular hole with different dimensions. Decreasing the dimensions of the hole in either
direction causes the FP resonance peaks to shift to higher frequencies.
Fig. 8. FE simulations for single holes in a titanium sample with d= 5mm. The
numbered holes have different flare radii compared to a straight hole (see
Table 1).
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the fabricated sample. The main difference between the simulation and
experimental results is in hole 4, where experimentally the expected
strong resonance has not been established. This indicates that FP re-
sonances could be difficult to establish practically at large radii of
curvature. Here, the impedance mismatch between water in the hole
and in free water (which allows FP resonances to be established) is
lower, making any small disturbances (such as exact geometry and
surface roughness) in a practical build more prominent. Note that these
larger radii would also cause the lattice parameter (a) to increase due to
the resultant wider spacing between holes; this would affect image
resolution in a practical measurement, and hence smaller radii would
be preferred in any case.
A final experiment was performed to demonstrate the imaging re-
solution potential of the SLM-fabricated metamaterial. To show this, the
frequency of operation was chosen to be centred at 300 kHz (a fre-
quency close to the expected FP resonance peak shown earlier in Fig. 6
for an aluminium metamaterial sample with d=8mm and w=0.8mm
in water). Imaging resolution was measured by inserting a 0.7 mm (∼
λwater/7 at 300 kHz) wide slit aperture of 19mm length, machined
within an additively-manufactured 4.3 mm thick PLA plate, placed
between the ultrasonic transmitter and the metamaterial, as shown in
Fig. 11. The slit was positioned close (< 1mm) to the metamaterial
surface. While fabricated from polymer, where some transmission was
possible through the solid, The hydrophone was then scanned hor-
izontally across the far side of the metamaterial, and at a distance of
1mm from it (i.e. at a total distance of 9mm from the slit aperture). The
aim of this experiment was to demonstrate that the ultrasonic signal has
been collected by the metamaterial, and transferred with a sub-wave-
length resolution to the far side, using water as the medium. This occurs
primarily because of coupling from so-called evanescent waves from
each of the output holes in the metamaterial. At this frequency, the
wavelength of the ultrasonic signal in water was λwater = 4.9mm, so
that λwater/w=6.16. The metamaterial thus has sub-wavelength values
for the hole width (w) and unit cell size (a) of 1.2 mm used. This ex-
periment was thus a test of whether the features could be detected by
the scanned hydrophone, even though the slit was less than a wave-
length (λw) wide. Note that at a distance of 9mm from the slit aperture,
the slit would not normally be resolvable without the metamaterial in
place. The slit was placed at a distance of∼0.5 mm (∼ λw/10) from the
metamaterial – it has to be close as the evanescent waves needed for
Fig. 9. (a) Recorded ultrasonic time waveform and (b) corresponding frequency spectrum of ultrasonic signals received by a 0.5 mm needle hydrophone centred on
one of the holes in a multi-hole sample. Vertical dashed lines show the theoretical locations of the FP resonance peaks (with the end correction applied) from Eqs. (1)
and (3). The experimental FP peaks are marked with arrows and the harmonic number.
Table 2
Calculated and measured values of FP resonant frequencies from Fig. 10, to-
gether with the calculated wavelength in water in each case for the experi-
mentally-measured FP peak.
FP resonance harmonic f4 f5 f6 f7
Theoretical value (kHz) 332 415 497 580
Experimental measurement (kHz) 336 418 504 584
Ultrasonic wavelength in water at the frequency
measured experimentally (mm)
4.41 3.54 2.94 2.53
Fig. 10. Experimental results for widely-spaced single holes in a titanium
sample (with d= 5mm, shown earlier in Fig. 3 and with the features given in
Table 1). The numbers refer to the holes as labelled in Fig. 3.
Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the image resolution experiment at 300 kHz.
This used an aperture test plate that was placed between the ultrasonic source
and the metamaterial, next to the latter’s surface. The miniature hydrophone
receiver was then scanned in a horizontal line parallel to the output surface of
the metamaterial. The ultrasonic source, slit aperture and metamaterial were
held stationary during this measurement.
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metamaterial operation act over short distances (< λw). Note that there
was also likely to be ultrasonic transmission through the material of the
slit aperture component, but sufficient contrast would have existed to
test the imaging performance in the presence of the sub-wavelength
aperture.
The measurement was thus performed for the two cases, namely
with and without the metamaterial in place, and the resultant nor-
malised plots are shown together in Fig. 12(a). Note that in practice the
received signal was of higher amplitude with the metamaterial absent,
as would be expected due to losses at the input and output surfaces of
the metamaterial. The plot with the metamaterial absent also exhibited
a maximum value outside the slit region (identified by the vertical
lines). This is a result of the amplitude variations across the transducer
beam profile and subsequent diffraction by the slit. It can be observed
that insertion of the metamaterial concentrated the energy into a
smaller lateral region. Dividing these two data sets allowed the true
effect of the metamaterial to be observed, as shown in Fig. 12(b). It can
be seen that the slit was detected very well, even though it is sub-wa-
velength in width. The metamaterial uses evanescent waves to couple
the ultrasonic output energy from multiple holes together, each having
a Fabry-Perot resonance, to obtain these effects. The slit, being a single
aperture, cannot function as a metamaterial as this coupling does not
exist, but acts as a secondary acoustic source to demonstrate the de-
tection of a sub-wavelength aperture.
It should be noted that the lateral width of the slit aperture was not
detected accurately. The resolution of such a measurement depends on
both the hole width (w) and the unit cell size (a) in a complicated way
that we are currently investigating, and to improve this would require a
smaller values of both w and a. However, the above represents the first
time that such a result has been reported at these ultrasonic frequencies
in water, and demonstrates how PBF fabrication techniques can be used
to create metallic metamaterial structures of interest to the ultrasonic
imaging community.
It is thus demonstrated that the interaction between FP resonances
of the metamaterial and the evanescent waves allow us to detect fea-
tures up to λw/7 in water and that this has been made possible by the
use of SLM fabrication.
5. Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated for the first time that metallic ultra-
sonic metamaterials can be fabricated to operate in water at the
200–800 kHz frequency range, important for many applications such as
non-destructive evaluation and medical imaging. It was demonstrated
that PBF processes such as SLM processes produced metamaterials that
supported Fabry–Perot (FP) resonances. The acoustic properties of
fabricated structures were measured at ultrasonic frequencies, where
higher-order FP resonance peaks were observed using a needle
hydrophone. The need for a metallic substrate to ensure a reasonable
acoustic impedance mismatch with water was demonstrated in the
numerical simulations. It is also proven that flaring of the apertures at
each end could be fabricated, and that this resulted in a change in the
frequency response of the structure. The findings also suggest that the
presence of high surface roughness did not unduly affect the generation
of FP resonances within each hole of the metamaterial, although it
might have been a limitation in certain builds with large flare radii. A
measurement in the presence of a slit aperture demonstrated that a slit
with sub-wavelength width was detected successfully in the presence of
the metamaterial structure. Note that the hole dimensions used within
these metamaterials, in terms of depth and width, would both have an
effect on the amplitude and frequency response of the resonances
within each hole. We aim to study this in future work.
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